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New Approaches to International Law: The European and the American ExperiencesT.M.C. Asser Press, 2012

	Everywhere we can see the impact of things foreign and far away. People

	everywhere feel vulnerable to global economic and political forces. But how do

	these things threaten us and what levers are available to respond? So much about

	global society remains obscure. What holds it together? How much is chaos, how

	much system? How are...
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Mathematical Methods: For Students of Physics and Related Fields (Lecture Notes in Physics)Springer, 2008
Intended to follow the usual introductory physics courses, this book has the unique feature of addressing the mathematical needs of sophomores and juniors in physics, engineering and other related fields. Many original, lucid, and relevant examples from the physical sciences, problems at the ends of chapters, and boxes to emphasize important...
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Constructive Modeling Of Structural Turbulence And Hydrodynamic InstabilitiesWorld Scientific Publishing, 2009
The book provides an original approach in the research of structural analysis  of free developed shear compressible turbulence at high Reynolds number on the  base of direct numerical simulation (DNS) and instability evolution for ideal  medium (integral conservation laws) with approximate mechanism of dissipation  (FLUX dissipative monotone...
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Surprise, Kill, Vanish: The Secret History of CIA Paramilitary Armies, Operators, and AssassinsLittle, Brown and Company, 2019

	
		
			
				From Pulitzer Prize finalist Annie Jacobsen, the untold USA Today bestselling story of the CIA's secret paramilitary units.

			


			
				Surprise . . . your target. Kill . . . your enemy. Vanish . . . without a trace. 

			


			
				When...
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CHAOS: A Program Collection for the PCSpringer, 1998
"... The program devoted to the Julia and Mandelbrot sets is particularly exciting. Seeing the beautiful sets appearing on the screen, manipulating parameters oneself and observing the effects is infinitely more enlightening than viewing a picture in a book. ... Each chapter also provides a guide to ideas which the graduate student might wish...
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More Blood, More Sweat and Another Cup of TeaThe Friday Project Limited, 2009

	The sequel to the bestselling memoir Blood, Sweat & Tea. Tom Reynolds is an ambulance worker. On any given day he can be attacked by strangers, sworn at by motorists, puked on, covered in blood and other much more unpleasant substances. He could help to deliver a baby in the morning and witness the last moments of a dying man in the...
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The Topology of Chaos: Alice in Stretch and SqueezelandJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
A new approach to understanding nonlinear dynamics and strange attractors      

The behavior of a physical system may appear irregular or chaotic even when it is completely deterministic and predictable for short periods of time into the future. How does one model the dynamics of a system operating in a chaotic regime? Older tools such...
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Expecting to Die (An Alvarez & Pescoli Novel)Zebra, 2017

	

	The menacing woods of Grizzly Falls, Montana, are not for the faint of heart. But for some, they’re the perfect setting for partying and pranks. They don’t know there’s a rapt audience amid the tangled trees, a killer with a different kind of game in mind, for whom the woods are dark and deep—and perfectly...
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Quantitative Finance for Physicists : An Introduction (Advanced Finance Series)Academic Press, 2004
With more and more physicists and physics students exploring the possibility of utilizing their advanced math skills for a career in the finance industry, this much-needed book quickly introduces them to fundamental and advanced finance principles and methods. 

Quantitative Finance for Physicists provides a short, straightforward...
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Numerical Techniques for Chemical and Biological Engineers Using MATLAB®: A Simple Bifurcation ApproachSpringer, 2006

	This book has come about by chance.


	The first author, Said Elnashaie, and his wife, Shadia Elshishini, moved next door to
	the second author, Frank Uhlig, and his family in 2000. The two families became good
	neighbors and friends. Their chats covered the usual topics and occasionally included
	random teaching, departmental, and...
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Processing: Creative Coding and Generative Art in Processing 2Friends of Ed, 2013

	Processing: Creative Coding and Generative Art in Processing 2 is a fun and creative approach to learning programming. Using the easy to learn Processing programming language, you will quickly learn how to draw with code, and from there move to animating in 2D and 3D. These basics will then open up a whole world of graphics and...
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60 Second Organizer: Sixty Solid Techniques for Beating Chaos at WorkAdams Media, 2008

	"Jeff Davidson approaches organizing as an exercise in control, efficiency, and peace of mind. Jeff can tell it like it is, because he is like he tells it."

	—Warren Farrell, Ph.D., author of Why Men Are the Way They Are and Women Can't Hear What Men Don't Say

	
		Does your desk...
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